
To fulfill our commitment to be the leading supplier in the power generation industry, the Loftin Equipment team ensures they are 
always up-to-date with the current power industry standards as well as industry trends.  As a service, our Information Sheets are 
circulated on a regular basis to existing and potential power customers to maintain their awareness of changes and developments in 
standards, codes and technology within the power industry.

The installation information provided in this information sheet is informational in nature only and should not be considered the advice of a properly licensed and qualified electrician or used in place of a detailed review of the applicable National Electric Codes, NFPA 
99/110 and local codes.   Specific questions about how this information may affect any particular situation should be addressed to a licensed and qualified engineer and/or electrician.  

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Diesel and gaseous reciprocating engines are the most common power source to drive the generator in standby or prime power 
generator systems. As for any 4-stroke engine, less than 40% of the fuel energy burnt is converted to electrical power, apart from 
mechanical efficiencies, the rest of the fuel energy is converted to heat. Those responsible for designing and installing generator 
systems have to consider how to manage the heat generated as a result of engine combustion.

This Information Sheet discusses the types of thermal insulation used in generator systems, their purpose, and when there is 
a particular requirement for thermal blanket insulation.

2.0 REASONS FOR USING A THERMAL BLANKET

There are two primary reasons for utilizing a thermal blanket:  

1. To insulate the surrounding area from the heat being generated from engine combustion. 
2. To insulate components within a generator system from extremely cold ambient air. 

Thermal blankets have insulation material to prevent radiated heat to the surrounding air and to lower heat loss due to cold ambient. 
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Heat Sources Requiring 
Thermal Blankets

1.  Silencer and SCR
2. Exhaust pipes and bends
3. Turbo-chargers
4. Exhaust manifolds

Examples of the Two Types of Thermal Installation within a Generator System

Diagram One

DIAGRAM ONE - EXAMPLES OF THE TWO TYPES OF THERMAL INSTALLATION WITHIN A GENERATOR SYSTEM



3.0 INSULATING THE SURROUNDING AREA FROM THE HEAT BEING GENERATED FROM ENGINE COMBUSTION

The heat generated from an internal combustion engine is managed by its cooling system. Water-cooled engines, the most commonly 
used prime movers in a generator system, discharge the coolant heat generated through a radiator sized to manage coolant flow. 
However, in addition to the heat expelled by the radiator there are several other sources of heat radiating to the engine surroundings, 
exhaust temperatures that can reach 1200°F (650°C), engine components such as the crankcase, cylinder heads, turbo chargers, oil-
coolers, and water pumps, and electrical components. (See Diagram One)

A system designer will ensure there is sufficient ventilation to manage radiated heat within a generator room or enclosure. However, 
when installations are very confined with insufficient ventilation, excessive heat buildup can result in a hazardous operating 
environment for personnel and the components within the generator system. The most common solution is to wrap the heat 
producing components with thermal insulation, termed thermal blankets (or alternatively, wraps).

 · 3.1   Types of Thermal Blankets - There are principally two types of thermal blankets (All materials to specific fire codes).

 · Moderate heat rejection is managed by blanket-style wraps with a thickness of 1 to 3 inches of thermal insulation material 
sandwiched between two layers of flexible fabric.

 · To control heat rejection, thermal protection is achieved with silica, quartz, or ceramic cloths. For components with higher 
heat rejection, e.g. turbo-chargers, wraps are pre-formed to fit specific components, with some variations having a metal 
skin.

 · Components including engine exhaust manifolds, silencers and turbochargers can be wrapped with removable insulating 
material as required to reduce radiated heat within a restricted space, such as in marine engine rooms.

 · In a confined space when exhaust silencers cannot be mounted externally they should be insulated with custom built forms 
for the specific exhaust silencer.

 
4.0 INSULATION OF TIER 4 ENGINES EQUIPPED WITH SELECTIVE CATALYTIC REDUCTION (SCR) AND CATALYSTS

After-treatment exhaust systems applied to lower emission engines rely on high exhaust temperatures, often in excess of 800°F 
(425°C) to attain complete combustion of controlled emissions components. Thermal insulation is applied to exhaust manifolds and 
pipes to ensure the exhaust temperature is maintained as it travels to the after-treatment components.

5.0 APPLICATION AND REMOVABILITY OF THERMAL BLANKET MATERIAL

In many cases the generator set as supplied by the manufacturer will be supplied with a degree of thermal insulation on various 
components including exhaust pipes and turbo-chargers. When additional thermal insulation material has to be retroactively fitted to 
the generator system to meet specific installation ambient heat requirements, the following should be considered:

 · 5.1   Complies with Manufactures Recommendations - The generator’s cooling system has been designed to manage its 
tested degree of heat rejection. In shielding personnel from high temperature components and reducing surrounding ambient 
temperatures the manufacturer, or their authorized distributor should be consulted to see if there are pre-approved insulation 
techniques or recommendations. Incorrect application could jeopardize the manufacturer’s warranty. 

 · 5.2   Removability and Serviceability - Any generator fitted with insulation material as supplied by the manufacturer will 
be designed to be easily disassembled for service should it be required. Retrofitted thermal insulation should be applied in a 
manner that it can be easily removed and replaced during service. Approved manufacturers of removable insulation blankets 
have designed blankets to be easily installed and removed to allow access to parts for maintenance and inspection.

 · 5.3   Recommended Material - When choosing material to insulate generator components ensure that they meet applicable 
fire and OSHA standards. Most blankets for exhaust applications are made of an insulating spun material of calcium, silica, or 
other special fibers with a heat resistant thermal cloth outer layer. 
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6.0 INSULATING GENERATOR SYSTEM COMPONENTS FROM EXTREME TEMPERATURES

In addition to insulating the surrounding environment from heat produced from generator systems components, there is also a 
need to protect certain components from ambient temperatures to ensure correct functionality. The cooling system will be sized 
to manage affective operation in high temperature environments. However, excessive cold can be an issue for standby generator 
systems that for the majority of their time are stationary in standby mode.

One of the main uses of thermal blankets is to cover starter batteries. A starter battery is sized to give an ampere hour capacity and 
cranking amps specification at an optimal battery temperature of 80°F (27°C). A lead acid battery can only provide 65% of its full 
cranking power in freezing temperatures; in extreme winter temperatures, cranking power can be as low as 40% of its nominal rating.

It is recommended for generator installations that are outdoors or in an unheated environment that thermal  battery blankets are 
used. The thermal blanket is fitted with a heater coil to maintain the optimal 80°F operating temperature. The thermostatically 
controlled heater is powered from the AC supply, with the thermal insulation retaining the heat to avoid constant operation of the 
heater element. 

Lead acid battery blankets are designed with varying measurements to suit different battery sizes and to recognized UL standards. 
Alternatively, batteries are placed in an insulated battery box fitted with a thermostatically controlled heating pad to avoid overheating 
the battery. Note! Nickel-cadmium batteries should not be subjected to battery heaters.

7.0 ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON THERMAL INSULATION

Your authorized generator distributor can provide further information regarding thermal insulation of your generator system. In 
addition, the review National Insulation Association website:

https://insulation.org
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Phoenix

1220 N. 52nd St.
Phoenix, AZ 85008

Houston

6113 E. Brittmoore Rd.
Houston, TX 77041

San Antonio/Austin

1241 Universal City Blvd.
Universal City, TX 78148

Dallas/Fort Worth

5204 Bear Creek Ct.
Irving, TX 75061

West Texas

2907 WCR 129
Midland, TX 79706
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